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Abstract: Evolvable hardware is a type classification of reconfigurable hardware. This gives designer run time
hardware configuration facility that is optimized in many senses. The basic methodology of designing evolvable
hardware comes from genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithm defines different operator on a given problem that
are run iteratively to reach optimal solution. One such operator is crossover that inherits the content of parent
chromosomes to next generation with some changes to give better offspring. In this paper we have analyzed
different  crossovers  on  digital  circuits  and  proposed  a  novel  crossover  called dynamic crossover.
Dynamic crossover is better compared to other crossover as it converge quickly which is one of the limitation
with genetic algorithm. A detail analysis is performed using different types of crossover on the evolved
hardware.
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INTRODUCTION To overcome these effects evolutionary strategies

In today’s world, circuits are getting more and more evolutionary strategies like ( + ) in this paper.
complex and so are the applications they are being
designed for. There has to be a way to design effective Evolutionary Algorithms:
hardware that is not only simple, but cost-efficient,
feasible and practical too. Hence the concept of evolvable Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) [4, 6] is an emergence
hardware erupted. of copying natural evolution and selection features

The concept of evolvable hardware or circuits, of reproduction. These methods are employed to
optimize the circuits for various constraints like gate- investigate novel and optimal approach to solutions
delay, power constraints, number of transistors, costs etc. of optimization. As now a days EAs are used in many
There are various techniques that one can use to study engineering optimization problems. The Genetic
and design evolvable hardware. But our focus will  be  on Algorithms (GA), Evolutionary Strategies,
one such technique called  Genetic  Algorithm  that we Evolutionary Programming and Genetic Programming
are using to evolve and reconfigure the digital circuits. are the four known EAs [2, 7]. These techniques are
Some research papers have been used as reference to almost similar and differ only in their implementation
study and implement the techniques of genetic algorithms methodology on different problems.
[1-3]. The study has been restricted to combinational
circuit design and optimizing for the number of gates and An evolutionary algorithm (EA) as shown in Fig. 1 is
in turn number of transistors used in the evolved circuits. based   on    meta    heuristics   optimization  algorithm.
So far many combinational and sequential circuits have The common idea behind all these algorithms is that given
been design, but evolvable hardware technique  becomes a population of individuals the environmental changes
lean choice for bigger digital circuits. This is because the causes changes in these through natural selection and
length of chromosome that defines the complete circuit this causes an improvement in individual to sustain these
grows and also increases the time for the evaluation of the changes through rise in the fitness value and so the
circuits. This gives rise to scalability and stalling effect in complete population. Those with lesser fitness value are
the fitness evaluation [1, 4]. rejected  and  stop  from further recombination to the next

(1+ ) [2, 5] are used and compared with other
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Fig. 1: EHW combination of EAs & reprogrammable
Hardware Fig. 4: Chromosome representation for Cell Crossover

Fig. 2: Single Point Crossover Single-Point Crossover: In this simple type of crossover

Fig. 3: Multi Point Crossover [3], multiple crossover sites are selected (randomly) in the

generation. Based on the fitness values that meet the to form the offsprings. Shown in Figure. 3  is an example
criterion some of them are selected to seed next of the multi-point crossover (with number. of exchange
generation by applying recombination or mutation on sites two)
them. This process can be iterated until a candidate with
sufficient quality is formed. A general flow of Cell-Crosover: This is the crossover [8, 9] we have been
Evolutionary Algorithm is mentioned below. working on since the beginning. In this, the crossover

Algorithm: (the numbers of crossover points are selected on the

Begin swapped at these points. There can be multiple crossover
Initialize: Population with bounded solutions; sites too. The cell crossover is more flexible than the one-
Evaluate: Each candidate; point and two-point crossover.
Repeat: Until condition is satisfied The procedure of the cell crossover is as follows.
Select: Parents Here Pc is the probability with which cell exchanges. If
Recombine: the pair of parents
Mutate: The offsprings Select two individuals as parents using tournament
Evaluate: The new candidate selection twice. 
Select: For next generation Some cells in the parents are selected as the
End crossover cells with the probability of Pc.

In genetic algorithms, recombination and  mutation cells.
are vital operators used to vary the structure of a The two new individuals become the individuals of
chromosome or chromosomes from one generation to the the next generation.

next. It is analogous to reproduction and biological
crossover [8], upon which genetic algorithms are based.
These crossovers make probable modification in the
structure of obtained children in the form of chromosomes
and therefore the solution to the search too. Major three
types of crossovers are here studied, analyzed and
implemented.

Crossover Analysis

[3], only one crossover site is selected (randomly) in the
chromosome and all the bits from that point till the end are
swapped among the parents. The resulting chromosomes
are the offsprings. As Shown below is a representation of
the single point crossover.

Multi-Point Crossover: Unlike the single-point crossover

chromosomes and the cells are swapped at these points

sites   of    the    chromosomes   are   chosen  randomly

basis of crossover probability P ) and then the cells arec

Two parents exchange the corresponding crossover
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Pc=0.6 it means that 60% of the cell in a chromosome The characteristic data of the individual are the
exchange with the cells of another chromosome. parameters to be optimized in an evolution-based process.

Dynamic Crossover: This is the proposed novel self on which operators for recombination (cross-over) and
generated type of crossover. This is an adaptive approach mutation are defined. The concept of Evolution Strategy
towards better convergence. This type of crossover firstly was not developed as an algorithm to be used with
deals with the fitness function and then uses the same computers but merely as method to find optimal parameter
value  as  a  crossover  probability   (P )   to   derive  future settings in laboratory experiments. Evolution Strategy isc

generation. Thus for this crossover we need to find out not based on detailed simulation of the methods found
the fitness value of each chromosome in every generation with natural evolution. Evolutions Strategy merely
over and over again. This type of crossover could yield concentrates on translating the fundamental mechanisms
us the elite class of the chromosomes which can help us of biological evolution for technical optimization
to build up better circuits with greater efficiency and to problems. In (1 + 1) ES the population consists of a single
mimic the natural process of the evolution. This type of individual which is reproduced. From the elder and the
crossover shall help us to optimize a circuit in a way we offspring, the better individual will survive and form the
want. The Dynamic crossover is define in form of the next population. This scheme is very close to hill climbing.
integers as given below, let Whereas in (µ + 1)-ES the population contains µ

Parent 1: [-1 -3 3, -1 -2 1, -3 -2 2 ] Fitness value =98%; This individual is reproduced from the joint set of its
Parent 2: [-2 -1 1, -1 -2 2, -2 -1 1 ] Fitness value =82%; offspring and the current population, the least fit

The value of dynamic crossover probability is  µ offspring are created and from the joint set of
derived as mentioned in equation (1); offspring and parents, only the µ fittest ones are kept then

P = Max ((1-(0.01*F1)), (1-(0.01*F2))); (1)c

Now using this crossover probability we obtain site
of crossover for the next generation, or the offspring. The µ parents 'produce'  children using mutation.

Offspring 1: [ -1 -1 3, -1 -2 1, -2 -2 2 ] (With a new Fitness depending on its quality considering the problem-specific
value) environment. The best (the fittest) µ individuals of both:

Offspring 2: [ -2 -3 1, -1 -2 2, -3 -1 1 ] (With a new Fitness This means the  children together with the µ parents are
value) sorted by their fitness value and the first µ individuals are

Based upon the trial runs of the genetic algorithm selected to be next generation parents.
codes, data was compiled, for different sets of input
extrinsic   hardware    and  the  output  are  complied  in Population-
the form of tables. These are used to draw the Children-
conclusions about the impact of the different types of
crossovers in combination with the different types of Selection for the next generation is from fittest of the
digital modules. sum of both population and children.

Evolution Strategies (ES): Evolution  Strategies Experimental Set-Up: As shown in Table I, the first
introduced by Rechenberg [5] are a heuristic optimization column consist of basic logic gate type used in the gate
technique  based  in the ideas of adaptation and array (1 to N  Type of gates used). Second column is for
evolution, a special form of evolutionary algorithms [5]. number of rows and column in the given gate array as
Evolution  Strategies  usually combine truncation shown in Fig. 2. Number of transistor is calculated from
selection   with   one   different  population  strategies. Table II of the evolved circuit that has acceptable value of
The ES-algorithms consider the individual i.e. its Fit-1 and Fit-2 values derived from expression (2) & (3)
phenotype to be the object to be optimized. respectively.

These parameters are arranged in vectors of real numbers

individuals  from   which   one   is    drawn   randomly.

individual is removed. When  from  µ  parent,  individual

it is (µ+ ) ES.

( + ) -ES

Each of the  children is then assigned a fitness value,

parents and children become next generation’s parents.
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Table I: Output Record for Differnet Types of Cross over on Different Matrix of Gate Array
Gate type used Nr Nc 100% fitness Max. fitness Avg fitness Fit-1 ckts Fit-2 ckts Min no. of transistor
Cell crossover
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 3 15 100 81.23 112 34 24
4 5 7 3 3 0 81.25 74.9 0 0
5 7 3 3 0 81.25 74.52 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4 4 16 100 74.91 9 6 42
4 5 7 4 4 0 87.5 75.93 0 0
5 7 4 4 0 87.5 71.59 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 5 5 0 93.75 62.66 0 0
4 5 7 5 5 0 93.75 63.92 0 0
5 7 5 5 0 87.5 63.62 0 0
Dynamic crossover
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 3 64 100 82.38 344 344 18
4 5 7 3 3 0 81.25 74.9 0 0
5 7 3 3 0 81.25 74.52 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4 4 99 100 70.45 2 1 48
4 5 7 4 4 0 87.5 71.48 0 0
5 7 4 4 0 87.5 66.88 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 5 5 0 93.75 53.97 0 0
4 5 7 5 5 0 87.5 64.23 0 0
5 7 5 5 0 87.5 63.82 0 0
Single point crossover
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 3 26 100 80.72 7 7 25
4 5 7 3 3 0 81.25 73.61 0 0
5 7 3 3 0 81.25 74.25 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4 4 32 100 76.42 184 157 33
4 5 7 4 4 0 87.5 75.51 0 0
5 7 4 4 0 87.5 73.17 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 5 5 87 100 68.59 1 0
4 5 7 5 5 0 93.75 67.79 0 0
5 7 5 5 0 87.5 63.62 0 0

Table II: Cmos Transistor Count of Each Gate with Interger Value for Chromosome Representaion
Gate AND OR XOR NAND NOR XNOR Wire NOT
No. of Transistor 6 6 8 4 4 6 0 2
Integer value 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

We have assume that each gate is built using CMOS uniformity and reduce complexity in the circuit
transistor and standard transistor count is used and representation. The results are obtained when all the
shown in Table II, along with its integer value for types of gates are used with the virtual hardware
simulation, in order to derive the total number of consisting of different gate matrices as shown in sample
transistors present in every evolved circuit. Different figure .5 for 3x3. For each type of crossover and different
permutations of genes generate different circuits with resource constraint in form of gate type present in the
different behavior (Truth table, delay, power) and different available gate library and gate array matrix is also shown
topology (Area, Gates types etc). in Table I.

Matrix representation [7, 9] of circuit is used for Here the box in the gate matrix may be any type of
evolution of  each   chromosome,  in  linear  format gate available in the library known as cell. All the gates
starting  from  first  row  &  column and then traversing have fix number of inputs and outputs varying from one
the  complete matrix  from  top  to  down  as  shown  in to n. The format used for the representation of single cell
Fig  2.   This   representation    in  chromosome   format is
is  also  known   as genotypic representation.
Chromosome format is used for implementing GA {Input 1,..., Input n, Gate Type}
operators like Crossover [10, 11], mutation etc. In this
representation the cells in any column can take the input Input n is the input to the gate from immediate
from immediate previous column only. This is to maintain previous column.
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Table III: Output for Differnet Types of Cross over and Evolutionary Stratigies on Different Matrix of Gate Array
Transistors used Nr Nc 100% fitness Max. fitness Avg fitness Fit-1 ckts Fit-2 ckts Min no. of transistor
Cell crossover Using ES : ( + )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 3 5 100 82.31 12000+ 12000+ 19
4 5 7 3 3 0 81.25 75.54 0 0
5 7 3 3 0 81.25 71.42 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4 4 4 100 81.65 19000+ 16000+ 22
4 5 7 4 4 0 87.5 76.43 0 0
5 7 4 4 0 87.5 74.94 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 5 5 13 100 70.32 1500+ 14 40
4 5 7 5 5 0 93.75 70.96 0 0
5 7 5 5 0 93.75 71.38 0 0
Dynamic crossover Using ES : ( + )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 3 6 100 83.85 3000+ 2500+ 17
4 5 7 3 3 0 81.25 74.71 0 0
5 7 3 3 0 81.25 71.42 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4 4 9 100 80.73 12000+ 12000+ 23
4 5 7 4 4 0 87.5 77.02 0 0
5 7 4 4 0 87.5 74.94 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 5 5 21 100 70.2 200+ 2 48
4 5 7 5 5 0 93.75 70.23 0 0
5 7 5 5 0 93.75 71.38 0 0
Single-point crossover Using ES : ( + )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 3 6 100 84.88 3000+ 2700+ 20
4 5 7 3 3 0 81.25 74.71 0 0
5 7 3 3 0 81.25 71.42 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4 4 7 100 77.98 3200+ 3000+ 36
4 5 7 4 4 0 87.5 77.02 0 0
5 7 4 4 0 87.5 74.94 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 5 5 13 100 70.2 2000+ 0 0
4 5 7 5 5 0 93.75 70.23 0 0
5 7 5 5 0 93.75 71.38 0 0

Fig. 5: Matrix representation of Circuit realize a circuit, N is the number of transistor required to

Fitness provides the percentage correctness of library. If Fc  1 then the complexity constraint is satisfied
evolved circuit [12]. Each and every bit in the truth table else the whole process is repeated.
of evolved circuit is compared with the corresponding bit
of required in the truth table. If the corresponding bits are Experimental Result: The results are divided into two
equal then fitness is increased by a certain constant factor parts: First all the simulations are performed on different
and for mismatch in the bits then fitness remains types available hardware matrices as recourse constraints
unchanged. with varieties of crossover. Second: with the same

(2) crossover on digital circuits like full-adder and 2-bit

Fitness Ft for the circuit is defined as a factor always
less than or equal to one.

Fitness Fc for complexity of the circuit is defined with
expression (3)

(3)

Where N is the total number of transistor required to
t

realize k  gate. Gc is the type of gate available in theth

available hardware matrices with ES ( + ) and different

multiplier etc. for a population size of 500 and 100
generations only.
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Fig. 6: Dynamic Crossover for 3x3 Gate Array

Fig. 7: Evolved circuits with 100% Fitness Optimization and Machine Learning, Addison-

The number of evolved circuits using none of the 2. Deb.  K.,    2001.    Multi-Objective   Optimization
evolutionary strategy [13] and lesser than when using  Evolutionary Algorithms.John Wiley and
( + ) ES is applied for all the different type of Sons.
crossover with fitness fit1. 3. Jixiang Zhu, Yuanxiang Li, Guoliang He and Xuewen
When all the types of logic gates are incorporated, Xia., 2007. An Intrinsic Evolvable  Hardware Based
on different hardware matrices varying on increased on  Multiplexer  Module  Array,  ICES,  LNCS,
number of rows nr and number of column nc, the 4684(s): 35-44.
number of generations needed to evolve fit circuit is 4. Jim Torresen, 2004. An Evolvable Hardware Tutorial..
more. Whereas on performing resource constraint In proc. of 14th International Conference on Field
simulation, the average fitness of evolve circuits is Programmable Logic and Applications (FPL'2004),
increased but number of required generations are August 2004, Antwerp - Belgium.
more. 5. Thomas Weise, XXXX. Global Optimization
Dynamic crossover is best preferred when the circuit Algorithms- Theory and Application–” second
array is small as the number of gates and therefore edition.
transistors in turn are less compared to cell 6. Heng Liu, J.F. Miller and A.M. Tyrrell, 2005. Intrinsic
crossover. If the required circuit is small and the evolvable hardware implementation of a robust
given hardware is quite larger then as the biological development model for digital systems,
computational complexity will is more so the Evolvable Hardware Proceedings. 2005 NASA/DoD,
performance deteriorates. (s): 87-92.

Whereas for complex circuit implementation [14] the
required hardware array shall be of higher density,
therefore the optimized circuit is obtained from dynamic
crossover.

All the simulation done including the ( + ) ES is
highly improved though the simulation time is increased.
The output plot for evolved circuits using Dynamic
crossover is shown in Figure 6. Number of evolved
circuits with 100% fitness value of both is shown in
Figure. 7. These simulations are performed for survival
rate 0.4, Elite class 4, Number of generations 100.
Population size 500.

CONCLUSION

The  analysis   performed  for  different  crossover
and evolutionary strategies on different virtual
reconfigurable hardware shows that the Dynamic
crossover is   best   crossover   for   small  circuit array
and  obtained  high  volume   of   working  circuits in a
very  less  number  of  iteration  with  small population
size. High volume of working circuits is very much useful
for putting more constraints in the form of fitness
function. This in turn reduces the time and memory
requirement.
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